THE 14TH NIKKO INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM 2017
Molecular Target Therapy and Diagnostics

Date: Friday October 27, 2017
Venue: JMU Education & Research Center

10:00~10:05 Opening Remark Ryozo Nagai, Jichi Medical University
10:05~10:10 Introduction Yusuke Furukawa, Jichi Medical University

Session 1: Recent Progress in Therapeutic Stem Cell Biology
Chaired by Yutaka Hanazono and Takashi Yashiro
10:10~10:30 Tsukasa Ohmori, Jichi Medical University
10:30~10:50 Koichi Suzuki, Jichi Medical University
10:50~11:10 Hiromasa Hara, Jichi Medical University
11:10~11:20 Motoshi Kikuchi, Jichi Medical University
11:20~12:05 Hugo Vankelecom, University of Leuven
12:05~13:10 Lunch Time

Session 2: Immunological Approach for Non-communicable Diseases
Chaired by Masafumi Takahashi and Kazuomi Kario
13:10~13:30 Kouichi Miura, Jichi Medical University
13:30~14:15 Hironori Nakagami, Osaka University
14:15~15:00 Taku Okazaki, University of Tokushima
15:00~15:25 Photo Session and Coffee Break

Session 3: Translation of Big Data into the Clinic
Chaired by Yusuke Furukawa and Sadahiko Iwamoto
15:30~15:50 Takeo Nakaya, Jichi Medical University
15:50~16:35 Todd Juan, InnoBiopharm Ltd.
16:35~16:55 Daisuke Matsubara, Jichi Medical University
16:55~17:40 Hiroshi Tanaka, Tokyo Medical and Dental University
17:40~17:45 Closing Remark Seiji Minota, Jichi Medical University
18:00~ Buffet-style dinner party